*	296	Brewing
f	Rye and Winchelsea, and in the church of the neigh-
*f	bouring village of Playden may still be seen the grave of
, |	Cornelius Zoetmann, ornamented with two beer barrels
|	and a crossed mash-stick and fork.1 A little later we
r|	find beer being exported from the Sussex ports and also
'I	from Poole,2 which had long done a large trade in ale to
»£.	the Channel Islands.
jjj	In 1441, attention having been called to the fact that
\	the beer brewers were not inspected or controlled, the
*A]	king appointed Richard Lounde and William Veysy for
'II	life to have the survey and correction of all the beer
;|L	brewers of England.3 Neither of these men was an
4'	expert—Veysy, in fact, was a brick-maker—and inquiries
*l	had to be made as to the rules in force abroad. The
J	resulting report was that both the malt and the hops
^	whereof beer is made must be perfect, sound and sweet,
*|	the malt of good sound corn, to wit, of pure barley and
" *	oats or of barley and wheat, not too dry nor rotten nor
•'*	full of worms called * wifles 7, and the hops not rotten
*	or old.   The beer may not leave the brewery for eight
11	days after brewing, when the officials test it to see that
\   ;	it is sufficiently boiled, contains enough hops, and is not
I	sweet.    When malt was $s. 4$. the quarter, a barrel of
' double coyt' (twice cooked) beer, containing 36 gallons,
should be sold for 25. 8^., and the price should vary—as
in the case of ale—by a farthing the gallon to each
shilling on the quarter of malt. Barrels of * syngle coyt'
beer, however, should always be sold for 2$. This assize
was therefore adopted for England, and Lounde and
1	V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 261.
2	V. C. H. Dorset, ii. 367.
3	Pat., 19 Hen. VI, pt. i, m. 10.

